Experiental walk with a focus on perception and sharing of experiences by Ajauksia-group in
Brighton in the conference of AoMo 31st in August 2018.
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What does a swing, opening, bounding, sediment, sensation of experience produce?
On the walk, we visit or stop in places that we won´t so often go to in our everyday lives or
we pass them with not so much giving attention to them. We will explore and look for places
that have the tendency to become isolated or blind spots as the city changes. How are
special features of urban nature and the built environment moulding our everyday actions,
the personal or collective choices, and the specific identities and details of it. We will suggest
tasks relying on our senses to examine our ways of experiencing the surroundings of the
urban environment.
What does an encountering between two or more subjects, between subject and object
produce?
How do you experience the importance of embodiment?
How do you experience the information you constantly receive through and with your
senses?
What will happen when the spoken language is excluded, and to what position does the
language of corpus settle down in these situations, especially when we talk again?
Walk takes place outdoors. Dress up by the weather!
Duration: 4 hours (It is included time then we are sharing our personal experiences together
after walk.) Max. 15 participators!
Ajauksia-group’s working is based on an equal decision making and anonymity. Collective working
method is based on bodily and sensory exercises. The proposals suggest opportunities to create and
gather experimental knowledge related to environment – nature and human subjects. We ask the
participants to experience the suggestive sense of exercise within our own body, with own rhythm,
listening our body.

